
3/ Presentation text (max. 30 words) for obligatory entry in the fair catalogue

4/  Name the companies you o�cially represent at the fair:

Company:     City or town    Country:

2/ Uniform inscription (the inscription you want on the stall):

APPLICATION
Fair:                                 VINO LJUBLJANA  
                   50th International Wine Fair
Date of the fair:                    4 - 6 September 2014
Early deadline for application:                     20 June 2014
Regular deadline for application:                   5 August 2014
                           

GOSPODARSKO RAZSTAVIŠČE d.o.o.
Dunajska cesta 18, 1000 Ljubljana, 
1001 Ljubljana, p.p. 3517 
VAT ID number: SI87878879
Phone.: +386/1/300 26 00 
Fax: +386/1/300 26 59 
Website: http://www.gr-sejem.si

1/ Exhibitor’s data

Full name and title of the of the payer                                                     

Postal code and town                                             Street, number of the building

Phone        Fax

E-mail       Website

Bank subsidiary and city/town                                   Transaction account

Director (name and surname)                                   Contact person (name and surname)

E-mail of the contact person                                    Phone of the contact person

VAT ID number (or tax ID number)                          VAT taxpayer (circle):  YES NO

 Classi�cation of the exhibitor (circle):     producer  importer  vendor  publisher     association       other

5/ We are ordering an interior unfurnished space:

__________m2 of an interior unfurnished space    55,00 EUR / m2 

To participate in the fair, it is obligatory to furnish the exhibition space (peripheral walls and �oor carpeting) - tick the box:
[   ] We order the furnishing of the exhibition space (�ll in the order form).    [   ] We will furnish the exhibition space ourselves.

6/ We are ordering an interior furnished space:
________ ttl  package 6m 2, price of the package 432,00 EUR   ________ ttl package 12m2, price of the package 594,00 EUR

7/ Registration is obligatory for all exhibitors. It includes an obligatory entry in the catalogue, an entry in the list of exhibitors at the fair website with the link to the 
exhibitor’s website, and one copy of the catalogue.

8/ The organizer reserves the right to accept an application after due date; however, they do not guarantee the manufacturing of the uniform inscription or the entry in 
the fair catalogue.
9/ Prices do not include VAT. VAT will be calculated in accordance with the provisions of ZDDV-1, and paid by the exhibitor. The organizer reserves the right to correct the 
prices according to the clause ‘due to changed circumstances’ which they could not anticipate on the date of formulating the prices (Article 112 of the OZ).
10/ We con�rm the conditions of exhibiting stated in this application, and we irrevocably and exclusively recognize and accept them as the contents of the application.
The order form and the supplement of the application - technical attachments and the equipment of the exhibition space become the supplement of this application and 
its integral part which the organizer receives con�rmed by the exhibitor.
11/ Please �ll in the application legibly. Return one signed and stamped copy to: Gospodarsko razstavišče d.o.o., Dunajska cesta 18, 1000 Ljubljana.

Registration by 20 June 2014        70,00 EUR
Registration after 20 June 2014       150,00 EUR   Environmental compensation              2 EUR/m2

Place and date:    Stamp:    Signature:

 

Sejmi Ljubljana Trade fairs

Vino Ljubljana 2014

Full name, title and address of the payer (�ll in if the exhibitor is not the payer)

6m2 package includes the exhibition space (peripheral walls made of wooden 
containers, Heuga �oor carpeting, a counter made of wooden containers, hard 
surface on the counter, waxed paper tablecloth, a bar chair, waste bin, uniform 
inscription without logo), registration and environmental compensation.

12m2 package includes the exhibition space (peripheral walls made of wooden 
containers, 2m2 open storage space, Heuga �oor carpeting, 2 counters made of 
wooden containers, hard surface on the counter, waxed paper tablecloth, 2 bar 
chairs, a table (Ø = 80 cm), 4 chairs, waste bin, uniform inscription without logo), 
registration and environmental compensation.

Ecological compensation  2 EUR/m2

Registration after 20 June 2014  150,00 EUR

3/ Presentation text (max. 30 words) for obligatory entry in the fair catalogue

4/  Name the companies you o�cially represent at the fair:

Company:     City or town    Country:

2/ Uniform inscription (the inscription you want on the stall):
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Dunajska cesta 18, 1000 Ljubljana, 
1001 Ljubljana, p.p. 3517 
VAT ID number: SI87878879
Phone.: +386/1/300 26 00 
Fax: +386/1/300 26 59 
Website: http://www.gr-sejem.si

1/ Exhibitor’s data

Full name and title of the of the payer                                                     

Postal code and town                                             Street, number of the building

Phone        Fax

E-mail       Website

Bank subsidiary and city/town                                   Transaction account

Director (name and surname)                                   Contact person (name and surname)

E-mail of the contact person                                    Phone of the contact person

VAT ID number (or tax ID number)                          VAT taxpayer (circle):  YES NO

 Classi�cation of the exhibitor (circle):     producer  importer  vendor  publisher     association       other

5/ We are ordering an interior unfurnished space:

__________m2 of an interior unfurnished space    55,00 EUR / m2 

To participate in the fair, it is obligatory to furnish the exhibition space (peripheral walls and �oor carpeting) - tick the box:
[   ] We order the furnishing of the exhibition space (�ll in the order form).    [   ] We will furnish the exhibition space ourselves.

6/ We are ordering an interior furnished space:
________ ttl  package 6m 2, price of the package 432,00 EUR   ________ ttl package 12m2, price of the package 594,00 EUR

7/ Registration is obligatory for all exhibitors. It includes an obligatory entry in the catalogue, an entry in the list of exhibitors at the fair website with the link to the 
exhibitor’s website, and one copy of the catalogue.

8/ The organizer reserves the right to accept an application after due date; however, they do not guarantee the manufacturing of the uniform inscription or the entry in 
the fair catalogue.
9/ Prices do not include VAT. VAT will be calculated in accordance with the provisions of ZDDV-1, and paid by the exhibitor. The organizer reserves the right to correct the 
prices according to the clause ‘due to changed circumstances’ which they could not anticipate on the date of formulating the prices (Article 112 of the OZ).
10/ We con�rm the conditions of exhibiting stated in this application, and we irrevocably and exclusively recognize and accept them as the contents of the application.
The order form and the supplement of the application - technical attachments and the equipment of the exhibition space become the supplement of this application and 
its integral part which the organizer receives con�rmed by the exhibitor.
11/ Please �ll in the application legibly. Return one signed and stamped copy to: Gospodarsko razstavišče d.o.o., Dunajska cesta 18, 1000 Ljubljana.

Registration by 20 June 2014        70,00 EUR
Registration after 20 June 2014       150,00 EUR   Environmental compensation              2 EUR/m2

Place and date:    Stamp:    Signature:
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Vino Ljubljana 2014

Full name, title and address of the payer (�ll in if the exhibitor is not the payer)

6m2 package includes the exhibition space (peripheral walls made of wooden 
containers, Heuga �oor carpeting, a counter made of wooden containers, hard 
surface on the counter, waxed paper tablecloth, a bar chair, waste bin, uniform 
inscription without logo), registration and environmental compensation.

12m2 package includes the exhibition space (peripheral walls made of wooden 
containers, 2m2 open storage space, Heuga �oor carpeting, 2 counters made of 
wooden containers, hard surface on the counter, waxed paper tablecloth, 2 bar 
chairs, a table (Ø = 80 cm), 4 chairs, waste bin, uniform inscription without logo), 
registration and environmental compensation.

12m2 package includes the exhibitioin space (peripheral walls made of wooden 
containers, 2m2 open storage space, 2 counters made of wooden cointainers, 
hard surface on the counter, waxed tablecloth, 2 bar chairs, a table 140x60 cm, 6 
chairs, waste bin, uniform inscription without logo), registration and ecological 
compensation.

6m2 package includes the exhibition space (peripheral walls made of wooden 
containers, a counter made of wooden containers, hard surface on the counter, 
waxed paper tablecloth, a bar chair, waste bin, uniform inscription without logo), 
registration and ecological compensation.
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Exhibition conditions
1. General provisions

the application deadline. The Form should be sent to the organiser’s address:
Gospodarsko razstavišče d.o.o. Dunajska cesta 18, 1000 Ljubljana.
b) Application Forms without signature of the authorised person shall not be valid.
c) For exhibitors the Application Form is legally binding and irrevocable.
č) The organiser will not consider or accept Application Forms containing reservations
or proposals for amendments to the conditions.

Connections and Stand Equipment, and Addendum to the Application Form are
applicable to all events (fairs, exhibitions, and other events).
e) Prices, which are valid for the event, are stated on the front page of the Application

participate in the event. The exhibitor may exhibit the listed exhibition objects only.

(Application Forms). The organiser as well is not obliged to consider Application
Forms received after due date.
g) The minimum exhibition space the exhibitor can order is 6 square metres of
unequipped indoor exhibition stand and 6 square metres of unequipped outdoor
exhibition stand.

2. Granting the exhibition stand
Domestic and foreign exhibitors, whose exhibition objects and services comply with the event 
programme, may exhibit in the event. Commercial representatives and importers may exhibit 
products of the companies they represent. It is the organiser who decides upon admitting the 
exhibitor and granting them the exhibition stand, as it is in the organiser’s interest the event 
to be successful. In order to optimise the exhibition surfaces, the organiser has the right to 
allocate a space with less open sides than ordered by the exhibitor. The organiser reserves the 

of the granted exhibition stand should be previously approved by the organiser. The organiser 
may displace or close the entrance and exit doors of halls, and, if necessary, perform other 

to give at disposal the already granted stand to the exhibitor, the exhibitor is entitled to the 
reimbursement of the paid amount. 

3. Cancellation of the Application Form
The exhibitor may terminate the Application Form already concluded only with a written 
statement. In that case the exhibitor shall pay the organiser:
• 40 % of the price of the exhibition stand in case of applicant’s cancellation more than 45 days 
prior to the beginning of the event;
• 100 % of the price of the exhibition stand , registration fee and obligatory inscription in the 
catalogue in case of applicant’s cancellation less than 45 days prior to the beginning of the 
event.

4. Registration fee, the obligatory inscription into the exhibition catalogue, ecological 
tax
Every exhibitor undertakes to pay the exhibition registration fee, obligatory inscription into 
the exhibition catalogue and ecological tax. The data in the catalogue are in the Slovene and 
English language. The exhibitor shall supply the data for the inscription into the catalogue 45 
days prior to the beginning of the event at the latest. If the data are supplied later than 45 prior 
to the beginning of the event, or they fail to supply the data, only the general data about the 
exhibitor will be included in the catalogue. The organiser reserves the right to properly shorten 
and adjust the content of the inscription but is nor responsible for any possible mistakes.

5. Payment
The exhibitor undertakes to pay for the exhibition stand, registration (catalogue inscription and 
registration fee) at the prices stipulated and stated in the Application Form.

exhibitor. Once the Application Form is signed and submitted to the organiser, the exhibitor 
will receive a pro forma invoice, which shall be paid on the whole within due date on the pro 
forma invoice. Payment of the pro forma invoice is the condition for the admission (participa-
tion) on the exhibition. The organiser undertakes to issue an invoice in pursuance with positive 
legislation to the exhibitor. In case the payment term is exceeded, the organiser may charge 
the legal penalty interests.
The exhibitor can object to the invoice only in written form and within 8 days after its receipt.
If the exhibitor objects only to one part of the invoice, they are obliged to settle the undisputed 
part of the invoice within due date and in the way provided in the Application Form.

On the basis of the settled pro forma invoice the organiser issues an invoice for the

7. Cancellation of the allocation of the exhibition space

stated in the item 6 of the Application Form in the following cases:
1. if at the time of application the exhibitor is in settlement, bankruptcy, or winding-up
proceedings;
2. if there are outstanding debts of the exhibitor towards the organiser, arising from the past;
3. if the objects to be exhibited in the event do not suit the topic of the event;
4. if the exhibitor fails to supply documents required by the organiser (stated in the Item 14);
5. if the Application Form is received after due date;
6. if the exhibitor does not pay proforma within the stated term.

8. Term and place of exhibition
If the exhibition has to be postponed or started earlier, if its duration has to be shortened or 
extended, or the exhibition has to be re-located, the exhibitors do not have the right either to 
cancel the participation in the exhibition or claim indemnity.

9. Technical conditions
Exhibitors shall submit to the organiser an outline (scheme) of the set-up and equipment of 

The height of the exhibition stand may not exceed 250 cm. If higher exhibition stand is
wanted, it is necessary to obtain organiser’s permission. When assembling the exhibition stand, 
the exhibitor may not usurp the area beyond their allocated exhibition space.

10. Permanent tickets for exhibitors
-

ets for exhibitors. Permanent tickets bear the name and photo of the user and are not transfer-
able. In case of misuse of permanent ticket the organiser reserves the right to withdraw them.
The exhibitor is entitled to two permanent tickets for each allocated space, and one ticket for 
each 10 square metres of the exhibition space, however, 10 at the utmost. If the exhibitor needs 
more tickets, they may purchase them at the prices published in “Instructions for exhibitors”.

11. Assembling, disassembling
Assembling and disassembling shall be registered prior to their beginning. The 
assembling and disassembling terms stated in the “Instructions for exhibitors” are to be strictly 
observed.
If the disassembling term is exceeded, the organiser has the right to disassemble the
exhibition stand at expense and risk of the exhibitor. When disassembling is completed, the 
exhibitor shall restore the stand into its original state; otherwise, the exhibitor is obliged to 
compensate the organiser for the whole damage.
When setting and equipping the exhibitions stand, during the assembling, the event,
and disassembling the exhibitor or their contractor shall above all consider and act in
compliance with:
• regulations on safety and health at work;

• general conditions of work on the exhibition grounds (stated on the organiser’s web
page);
• “Instructions for exhibitors” that receive them with the allocation of the exhibition space.
The exhibitor is not allowed to remove exhibits from the exhibition stand until the event is over. 
The exhibitor is allowed to leave the exhibition stand only on the basis of a written approval of 
the organiser.

12. Guarantee and insurance
a) The organiser will not be held responsible neither for any damage, loss, destruction, or theft 

whatever other reason.
The organiser will not be held responsible for any damage, loss, destruction, or theft
occurred to third parties as well as not for any injuries of third parties caused by the
exhibitor or their contractor at the stand or on the exhibition grounds.
The exhibitors and their contractor, respectively, obtain the corresponding insurances at their 
own expense.
b) The exhibitor and their contractors, respectively, will be held responsible for any damage or 
injury caused to the organiser and/or third party at the exhibition stand or on the exhibition 

c) The organiser does not assume any guarantee for vehicles left on the on the exhibition 

contractors.
d) The exhibitor is not allowed to lease the granted exhibition stand or advertising space or 
their parts to any third parties. In case of violation the organiser reserves the right to charge the 
exhibitor additional 100% of the price of the granted exhibition stand and advertising space, 
respectively.

13. Presentations
At the latest 8 days before the beginning of the exhibition, the exhibitor has to notify the 
organiser in written form about any events to be held on the granted exhibition space (e.g. 
musical show).
The organiser has the right to restrict or prohibit presentations that cause noise, dirt, dust, gas 
escape or in whatever way hinder the course of the event, in spite of the fact that the organiser 
has already issued a written consent for presentations. Presentations may be performed exclu-
sively on the granted exhibition stand.

14. Operation of the exhibitor – documents

the exhibitor submission of the following documents:

testing or demonstration of general consumer goods or perform catering services;
• Evidence on insurance of persons and objects.
The organiser has the right to cancel the participation of the exhibitor if the exhibitor fails to 
supply the required documents.

15. Photographing and drawing
The organiser has the right to take photographs of the exhibition stands and exhibits, as well 

organiser for personal or general use. The organiser renounces all contestations arising from 
copyright. It is not allowed to photograph, draw or shoot exhibition stands without the permis-
sion of the organiser. The only exception is the exhibitor’s own stand.

16. Cleaning of the exhibition stand
The organiser provides for the cleaning of the exhibition grounds and passages in halls.
Cleaning of exhibition stand is the responsibility of each exhibitor; however, upon an order, 
cleaning may be assumed by the organiser at the expense of the exhibitor.

17. Jurisdiction
The organiser and the exhibitor will settle all eventual disputes in an amicable way. In case a 
dispute cannot be settled in this way, the organiser and exhibitor agree to confer jurisdiction to 
the competent court in Ljubljana.

3/ Presentation text (max. 30 words) for obligatory entry in the fair catalogue

4/  Name the companies you o�cially represent at the fair:

Company:     City or town    Country:

2/ Uniform inscription (the inscription you want on the stall):
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VAT ID number (or tax ID number)                          VAT taxpayer (circle):  YES NO

 Classi�cation of the exhibitor (circle):     producer  importer  vendor  publisher     association       other

5/ We are ordering an interior unfurnished space:

__________m2 of an interior unfurnished space    55,00 EUR / m2 

To participate in the fair, it is obligatory to furnish the exhibition space (peripheral walls and �oor carpeting) - tick the box:
[   ] We order the furnishing of the exhibition space (�ll in the order form).    [   ] We will furnish the exhibition space ourselves.

6/ We are ordering an interior furnished space:
________ ttl  package 6m 2, price of the package 432,00 EUR   ________ ttl package 12m2, price of the package 594,00 EUR

7/ Registration is obligatory for all exhibitors. It includes an obligatory entry in the catalogue, an entry in the list of exhibitors at the fair website with the link to the 
exhibitor’s website, and one copy of the catalogue.

8/ The organizer reserves the right to accept an application after due date; however, they do not guarantee the manufacturing of the uniform inscription or the entry in 
the fair catalogue.
9/ Prices do not include VAT. VAT will be calculated in accordance with the provisions of ZDDV-1, and paid by the exhibitor. The organizer reserves the right to correct the 
prices according to the clause ‘due to changed circumstances’ which they could not anticipate on the date of formulating the prices (Article 112 of the OZ).
10/ We con�rm the conditions of exhibiting stated in this application, and we irrevocably and exclusively recognize and accept them as the contents of the application.
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Full name, title and address of the payer (�ll in if the exhibitor is not the payer)

6m2 package includes the exhibition space (peripheral walls made of wooden 
containers, Heuga �oor carpeting, a counter made of wooden containers, hard 
surface on the counter, waxed paper tablecloth, a bar chair, waste bin, uniform 
inscription without logo), registration and environmental compensation.

12m2 package includes the exhibition space (peripheral walls made of wooden 
containers, 2m2 open storage space, Heuga �oor carpeting, 2 counters made of 
wooden containers, hard surface on the counter, waxed paper tablecloth, 2 bar 
chairs, a table (Ø = 80 cm), 4 chairs, waste bin, uniform inscription without logo), 
registration and environmental compensation.

4. Registration fee, ecological tax

Every exhibitor undertakes to pay the exhibition registration fee and ecological tax. The data in 
the catalogue are in the Slovene language. The exhibitor shall supply the data for the inscription 
into the catalogue 30 days prior to the beginning of the event at the latest. If the data are 
supplied later than 30 days prior to the beginning of the event, or they fail to supply the data, 
only the general data about the exhibitor will be included in the catalogue. The organiser 
reserves the right to properly shorten and adjust the content of the inscription but is not 
responsible for any possible mistakes.


